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"POLICE NARCOTICS CONTROL" 

ABSTRACT 

The report presents the findings of a year-and-a-half study of drug law 
enforcement in six narcotics units across the United States. The research 
was designed to identify the perceived drug problems of the urban area 
narcotics units studied; to dstermine the goals and objectives of the units 
with respect to that defined enforcement problem; and to gather from official 
records, interviews, and observation.s, the specific means and strategies used 
to achieve these goals. Once this model of the enforcement process was 
articulated, the researchers sought to see how the organizational structure 
maintained control over key operational areas such as evidence, money, 
informants, agent recruitment, and agent trairlir\g. 

The researchers found that, in genf:.'ral, narcotics enforcement activities 
are investigator-centered rather than organization-centered. The impli
cations for narcotics enforcement of the organization-centered mode of control 
versus the investigator-centered mode ~re explored with reference to such 
activities as goal setting; monitoring and measuring enforcement impacts~ 
budgeting; recordkeeping; targeting strategies; personnel recruitment and 
training; inter-organizational and intra-organizational relations; and the 
use and control of informants. 

The researchers assert that the organizational capacity to control the 
actions of investigators is an important feature of effective narcotics 
enforcement. While organizational control reduces the freedom of the investi
gator to choose, work, and close his cases within his own frame of reference, 
it also results in an increased capacity to achieve organizational purposes 
and goals. 

The report concludes with a set of selected recommendations for the 
organization and operation of narcotics enforcement. 

Presenter: Jay R. Williams, Ph.D., 
Senior Research Sociologist 
Research Coordinator, Crime 
and Delinquency Program 

Address: Research Triangle Institute 
Post Office Box 12194 
Research Trianqle Park, NC 27709 
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"THE nlfPACT OF THE MASSACHUSE:TTS GUN CONTROL LAW ON THE 

INCIDENCE OF GUN AND NONGUN-RELATED CRIMES" 

Glenn L. Pierce 
Center For ApDlied Social Research 

Northeastern University 
Boston, r~ 02115 

William J. Bowers 
Center FOJ~ Apnlied Social Research 

Nor-theastern University 
Boston, ~A 02115 

In Aoril, 1975. Massachusetts formCllly imrAemented a ~un control law which 
mandate.s a mlnimurn one-year orison tenn foi" nerSGns convi cted of illegal (1 .e •• 
uniicensp.d) car~inn of firearms. Drior to irnoiernentation of this law, the State 
of Massachusetts conducted a major oublicity camDai~n desi~ned to educate the 
public with re9ard to char~es in the oenal~v for ilie9al firearm carrying. The 
primary objective of this stud.v is to evaluate the effect of the nassachusetts 
Gun Control law on the incidence of three tvoes of Qun and non~un-related crimes 
in the State of Massachusetts: assault, homicide, and robbery: The secondary 
objective of this project is to investiaate the ouestion of the law's impact on 
the reporting of gun-related crimes. 

The study emoloys a quasi-experimental time series aporoach with data 
available from blo levels of aoot"eoation to assess the la\'l's imoact. One ohase 
of the anaiysis draws on monthiy Uniform Cri~e P.enortinn data fro~ approximately 
3~oon reoorting oolice aQ~ncies for the oeriod 1967 to 1~7f. This information is 
used 1) to examine the effect of the law in various tyoes of communities within 
Massachusetts and 2) to obtain a comnarable nuasi-exnerimental control groups 
outside r1assachusetts. ihis aooroacn oroviaes a comorehensive analysis of crime 
trends within f1assachusetts and comoares those trends witn a variety of different 
controi grouos outside tne state (e.~., different tynes of communities in the 
United States, r~orth Central states~ !-11ddle Atiantic states, Ne\\' England states 
and also counties bordering r1assachusetts). 

A second phase dra\'/s on individual level crime reoort data from the Boston 
Police Deoartment for the oeriod 19F~ to 1977. Focus)~ti on gaston, this anproach 
Drovides a more detailed analvsis of the law's imoact on the crime than is oossible 
using aggre9ate UCR data. In narticular, this ohase of the study examines the 
speci fi c cond; ti ons under whi ch the i a\'/ nas an irnoact on robbery and assaul t. 

Both apnroaches emnloy ta~ular oresentation and imnirical-stochastic models 
of ~rime occurence to assess the imoact of the law. Results indicate the law niS 
decreased the incidence of gun assaults. 

This research has been conducted under a LEAA grant to the Center For 
Criminal Justice at Boston University. 

Presenter: William J. Bowers 
DiJ:ector 

Address: Center for Applied Social Research 
Northeastern University 
3110 N\J1! h Huuting Avenue 
Boston, ~lassachusetts 02115 



THE nfP~CT OF NEW SENTENCING LAWS 

IN Pl:.'l'fRYSYLVANIA 

Over the last several years, concern with sentencing reform in 
Pennsylvania has been expressed through the introduction of a number of 
sentencing pr9po~als in the state legislature. Many of these proposals 
specify ma.ndatory-minimum prison sentences for particular classes of 
f~lonies, especially for offenders previously convicted of felonies and 
for offenders who have used a firearm in the commission of their current 
offenses. The're is a clear need for estimates of the impacts that such 
pr,oposed legislation would have on s.entencing nractice and on the state's 
corrections system. This report develops a methodology for estimating 
such impacts, and gives an evaluation of one such bill in terms of these 
impacts. 

Current sentencing practices in Pennsylvania were first examined, 
in terms of: 1) the probability of imprisonment given conviction, and 
2) the average time served given imprisQnrnent, for offenders in various 
categories of offense type, prior record, and firearm use. T'his inves
tigation showed that judges are currently sentencing in basic accord 
with the intent of the legislation, i.e., giving harsher sentences to 
offenders who have committed the more serious crimes, who have used 
firearms. and who have prior convictions. However, it was found that 
the absolute severity of the sentences was seldom as severe as nroposed 
in the legislation--especially for the less serious felonies--although 
the difference varied widely across the state. 

The changes in the size and composition of prison populations which 
\'lould result if mandatory-minimum sentencing legislation \~as enacted 
\~ere estimated by. changing the imprisonment probabi Ii ty and time-served 
parameters in a model of the Pennsylvania criminal justice system to 
reflect the sentences required hy the law. The resulting estimates of 
prison population were compared to a projection of prison population 
assuming a continuation of current sentencing practice through the year 
2000, It was estimated that complete implementation of the sentencing 
law would result in a 509D increase in prison populations by the year 
1990 and that the additional inmates would be primarily the less serious 
offenders. 

Th~ evaluation of the impacts of mandatory sentencing laws on sent
encing and prison populations led to a recommendation for use of a sent
encing guideline system in ord(~r to reduce disparity in sentencing with
out causing major impacts on prison populations. A Sentencing Commission 
can !Jive careful consideration to the impacts of any changes made in 
sentencing before promulgating such guidelines. 

Wendy Bell, Alfred Blumstein, and Harold D. P-Uller 
Urban Systems Institute 
School of Urban and Public Affairs 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
Pittsburgh. PA 15213 

(412) 578-2175 

r-resenter: Harold D. rHller 

Address: Urban Systems Institute 
School of Urban and Public Affairs 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
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ABSTRACT: DESK APPEARANCE TICKETS (OAT's) IN NEW YORK CITY 

Desk Appearance Tickets (historically known as Vera Summons or stationhouse 

release~) are used by the New Yo.;~k City !'oiice as an alternative to pre-arraignment 

detention for non-felony defendants with demonstrated con~unity ties. This study 

examines issuance and failu~e-to-appear (FTA) patterns of OAT defendants and shows 

the variability of both accross time, boroughs and charge types. It shows also 

that though few of those who appear at arraignment are subsequently incarcerated, 

either pending trial or as a result of conviction, one third of the 45,000 

defendants release.d each year do not appear as required. 

A quasi-experimental evaluation was undertaken to measure the impact of 

notification services on arraignment warrant rates. Within eight precincts in 

Brooklyn and Manhattan, OAT defendants were assigned to one of two groups in a 

manner which randomly cut across case variables. Defendants in one group, deemed 

the controls because their cases were ~rocessed normally, were not contacted by 

the police or any court agency between release and scheduled arraignment. Defen

dants in the second, experimental, group received letter notification from CJA. 

The results indicate that such a procedure would have a measurable impact; among 

selected groups the FTA rate was reduced as much as 25% during the pilot prcgr~m. 

The importance of a good address, both as a predictor of likelihood to appear and 

as a means of cnntact\ em~rges emphatically from the program's stc.tistic5. 

Pr~senter: Oded Ben-Ami 

Address: Research Department 
Criminal ~ustice Agency 
305 Broadwal' 
New York, Ne~ York 10007 



Ccntm' for Govcrnmcntal Rcsc"rch Inc. 

ABSTRACT 

"MONROE COUNTY PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM" 

At the request of the MonI'oe County Legislature, with funds from the New York State 
Division of Crimina.l Justice Services~ this evaluation, completed in 1977, was 
undertaken to determine the program's impact on the criminal justice system as a 
result of diverting cases frc)m the normal court processing, and on client recidivism 
rates. The costs of the various events and processes associated with those impacts 
were determined, leading to overal.l conclusions about the cost effectiveness of 
the program. Results of the study were used by the Legislaturs to determine whether 
Monroe County should continue this program when LEAA funds expired. 

The basis for assessing program impact and cost effectiveness was a comparison 
between a sample of program participants and a matched comparison sample of persons 
not exposed to the program. Compariso'n sample members were individually matched 
on six key variables with their counte:rparts in the program sample. 

Only direct costs abs'orbed by the public sector were included in the analyses. Our 
approach was to include only marginal costs which could be directly saved or poten
tially reallocated in the short run. Thus fixed criminal justice personnel. facil
ity, equipment, or overhead costs which are not subject to actual savings or re
allocation in the short run were excluded. Thus local decision-makers were able 
to focus on the real cost impact of maintaininq the program. The evaluation showed 
that the Diversion program has had significant impact in the following areas: 

reduction in convictions on original charges; 

reduction in numbers of people rearrested and in total 
number of subsequent arrests: 

reduction in subsequent convictions: 

reduction in jail and probation time served. 

In addition, using a conservative cost/benefit approach, the program was shown to 
be cost effective, with a 1.3 to 1 benefit-to-cost ratio. As a result, the program 
has been retained with local fundir'ig. 

Presenter: Dr. DOl'{'lld E. Pryor 
Senior Research Analyst 

Address: Center for GcJ:,'ernmental Research. Inc. 
37 South Washir:ljton Street 
.Rochester, New YC'i~k 14608 
(716) 325-6360 
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'PHASE II EVALUATION OF PRETRIAL 

7he Lazar !nstitute is ccnauc:~ng 1 "Phase !:. 5tuay of Jretr1al re
:ease. as oart; cf :'::AA·s :Iat~onal ~'1aludtion Orograrr.. -;One Study conS1aers 
.everai maJor issues, 'nclueing: 

• 
• :'hat are the faiiure-to-appear ~ates of reieasees? 

• "-re dif"'erent tyoes of release •• ucn as :noney bai 1 and re'lease un 
recoonizance, associated '.~ith aifferent rates of criminailty or 
"'aiiure-to-appear? 

• ~o certain crefenoant cnarac:erist1cs (e.g., 1ge. race, sex. current 
cnar;e, prior criminal recoro) seem to aifect rates of oretrial 
criminaiity or faiiure-to-dopear? 

• What Ire tne COStS and ~enef1ts of ll:ernati'le types af oretr,a: 
release? 

70 address ~nese issues. a major comoonent of the stuay anaiy:es 3 
random sample of adjudicated cefenaants O'/ho ",ere arrestee In selec~ed ~u
riSdictions over a one-year period. Jefenaants in ':he sampie al'e tracked 
via records from point of arrest ~ntil final case di~oositlon. ~itn exten
sive data col1eGted on ~ackground cnarac:er1s~ics. type ')T release. oro
gram intervention (if any), criminality, court appearance ~erfonnance and 
case outcome. 

7his Japer :lresents ::Ire I ~;ninary iind'ings 'Ii ~ret:-ial t:riminal ;-::/. 
oased on analys1s of toe first ~nree ;ur:seictions 5t~died: 3altimore 
·:ity. ~'aryland; Santa Cruz :ounty, S.11ifornia; ~na Jefferson County :L.;u
~sviliej. Kentucky. ihe total ~ampie of ~efendants ·cr ~hese ~hree ~reas 
is I,J21 persons, out ::If ~ore than 30.000 inaiviauals ~rrestea over tr.e 
one-year ~eriod. iopics covered in tne ?aper incluae: 

• 

• 

the extent to which defendants reieased ~enaing trial are arrestee 
for cr,mes during the oretr1al reiease per,od; 

tne case dispositions cf arrests for allegeo oretrial crimes; 

• wnether certain types of :efenaants lPpear to engage 1n oretrial 
criminality; 

• tne severity of the pretrial crimes committed. as compareo ~o ~he 
initial charge; and 

• the extent to wnich pretriai criminality is related to failures-to
appear for ccurt dates. 

3esides presenting oreliminary findings on oretr"al crim,nality, tne 
par-~r discusses tr.e more complex analysis now in ~rogress In tnis ~opic. 
!n par~icular. the issue cf predic~ing the li~elinood tnat :ertain defend
ants ~il1, if released. engage in pretrial ~riminaii:y is being considered 
~n detail ~nrougn use cf 10gi~ analysis. ihe nature of tnis analjs~s is 
cescribeo. within tne context of the concerns discussed ear11er In t~e 
paper. 

-Mary A. Tooorg and ~li1r:in :1. Sorin, Ph. n., are '"\'ssoci ate Ji rector and 
Senior Associate. resiJectively. at ihe Lazar inst:tute. :·li1Siiingtgn, J.r:. 
Javid A. Pyne. ?h.D •• is ,l,ssistant Professor, :eoar:::1ent of ·latherr.aticat 
Sciences, ihe ,iohns Hopkins l.iniversity. i:ialtirr.ore. :~aryianct. 

Presenter: Ms. Mary A.. Tuborg Address: The Lazar Institute 
1800 M Street 
Washington, D.C. 20036 



ABSTRACT. 

IS PRETRIAL PERFORMANCE AFFECTED BY SUPERVISION? 

The relationship between supervision and pretrial performance 
has received little attention. While many pretrial release programs 
and jurisdictions are advocating and using alternatives to finallcial 
rel~ase, there is a need to measure the capacity of release programs 
to supervise pretrial defendants when these alternatives are employed. 
FOE years there has existed a presumption that supervision makes a 
difference in the behavior of pretrial releasees. However, seldom are 
empirical findings provided to buttress this assertion. Rather than 
supe=vision, the decision of the program to choose low-risk clients 
by means of a conservative "point scale" may be producing these low 
rates. This paper attempts to fill this void in the literature. 

A~ experiment using random assignment procedures was conducted 
by the District of Columbia Bail Agency to determine whether increased 
levels of supervision improve the pretrial performance of potentially 
"high risk" releasees. There were three levels of supervision exam
ined: Passive Supervision consisting of defendant-initiated contact 
(acted as the control group) ~ Moderate Supervision where the program 
took ~n actual role in maintaining contact with the defendant; an 
Intensive Supervision which also included contact with the defendant 
in the community. The impact of supervision is examined using the 
following outcome measures: court appearance, rearrest during the 
pretrial period, and compliance with court-ordered conditions of 
release. 

Our supposition that more more intensive supervision with 
"high risk" defelldants would increase the likelihood of court appear
ance, would reduce the level of rearrest during the pretrial p~riod, 
and would improve defendants' compliance with court-ordered conditions 
of release was only partly correct. Among the most significant findings 
we learned that: 

• Increased levels of supervision--improve the appearance rates 
of conditional releasees charged·with felony offe~£e$. 

• Increased levels of supervision-- not only reduce the overall 
number of missad appearances, to some degree it reduces the 
number of individuals missing multiple appearances for the same 
case. 

• The types of increased supervision used by the program (Agency 
initiated phone contact and visits in the community) substantially 
improved condition compliance of pretrial releasees. 



& 

• 

• The supervision provided by the Agency, regardless of intensity, 
had no affect on the level of recidivism during the pretrial 
period • 

• Persons originally charged with assault, sexual assault, fraud, 
homi~ide, and prop~rty crimes had lower rearrest rates than those 
charged with other felonies. 

The findings suggest that there is a complex trade-o~f of goals 
associated with the operation of a pretrial release program. There 
are too many choices of program goals to permit a concluding recom
mendation on the role of supervision at the pretrial level. The 
benefits,to the defendants are fairly clear. The costs to the system 
and the public are much less so. Release programs most of all, must 
re-evaluate their mission and goal structure on the compatibility 
of achieving the variety and diversity of goals espoused in the pretrial 
services field. 

Presenter: 

Address: 

J. Daniel Welsh, Research Analyst 

Dist~ict of Columbia Bail Aqencv 
400 F Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
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ABSTRACT 

"RANDOM TIME QUOTA SELECTION" 

Researchers conducting control group experiments in field 

settings l-lhere the "treatment" involves client services often 

encounter opposition by clients and practitioners when clients 

must be assigned randomly to experimental and control groups. 

This paper describes an alternative selection procedure used 

in the evaluation of a criminal court diversion program. Exper

imentals and controls were selected under a quota system. that 

is, non-randomly, but the quotas were assigned under randomly 

chosen variable-length time periods. The resulting experimental 

and control were compared on socio-economic and criminal 

background and characteristics of their court case, and found 

to be similar. Some guidelines are suggested for the use of 

this technique, and its comparative advantages in relation to 

other alternatives to random selection are discussed. 

Presenter: Sally Hillsman Baker, Ph.D. 

Address: Vera Institute of Justice 
275 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
(212) 689-2640 



"BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF CRIME RATE" 

Abstract 

Bayesian analyses are developed for data consisting of counts of crimes 

before and after the introduction of an experimental crime control program. 

It is ~rgued that Bayesian analysis is superior to co~ventional significance 

testing in t~at the entire probability distribution of the estimated change in 

crime ~ate can be displayed. Fugthermore, the ne~ Bayesian methods developed 

here are more appropriate than available Bayesian approaches to changes in 

time series because they make explicit use of the discreteness of the crime 

count data. The analysis assumes that crimes occur in the before and after per-

iods according to homogeneous Poisson processes with possibly differing rates. 

This assumption is verified for the case of the Nashville,Tennessee experiment 

in saturation levels of police patrol2 Application of the new Bayesl~Q methods 

is illustrated by a re-analysis of the Nashville data. 

Presenter: 

Address: 

Thomas R. Willemain 

Operations Research Center 
Room 24-:215 
Massachusetts Institute of Techno1oqy 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
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"CAREBR OFFENDERS AND JUSTICr: SYS'fEM PERFORMANCE" 

A model is proposed to measure the level of performance of justice 

systems. The model is used to compare justice system performance against 

two categories of offenders from a birth cohort. Career offenders (those 

who have at least five officially recorded police contacts by age 30) 

and non-career recidivists (offenders who have had two, three or four 

officially recorded police cont3cts by age 3D) are compa.red. Results 

indicate the justice system was much more efficient against car.eer 

offenders. They are more likely to be convicted, incarcerated and to 

serve longe~ incarceration ser~tences than are non-career recidivistS. 

The justice system appears to have rationally pursued the objective? tIsually 

sought by career offender programs. The juvenile justice system was 

less efficient in this regard than was the adult justice system. 

The justice system model presented he.'te can be used to evaluate the 

impact of prog~ams designed to improve the operational efficient of 

justice systems. The model may also be used more generally to monitor 

the operations of j~stice systems and to make comparisons of performance 

over time and between jurisCiictions. The model might be especially 

valu. ,,1 e for research on deterrence issues. 

Pr~senter: James J. Collins, Jr. Ph.D. 

Address: Research Triangle Institute 
Center for the Study of Social Behavict' 
P.O. Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
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Tm~ l'iUSO:: EXPE!!T E~:CE Of CA~EER C:n:'!I~~J\!'5 - "---_.-

AnSTI!ACT 

nlis paper analy=es wh2ther caraar criminals receive selective handling in 
prison Clnd discus~(!S th'3 :i!)propriatencss of such a policy. 'rhe investigation 
derives from a ccmponent study of a Rand research program evaluating the 
feasibility of a cor.;preh~nsivc systcmt.,riue opproach to the career criminal. 
I.EM introduced thi.:! concept of an integrated career criminal proGl:'Qm to in
clude all cri;:lill;:!l justica agencies. Police and prosccutorial program!; already 
in Opel"alion r.;!prcs';.'Jl"t the:, tltf~ pri\'idp.:ll ~omponcnts of such a pX'6poscd COr.l-
preht!nsi\'e program. ' 

Here we examine current correctional practices in order to evaluate the 
feasibility c.f e:>:tending the career criminal concept: t~ the pt'ison system. 
We' conducted a national teh~phone survey of correctional auminintrators alld 
analY2cd inr.;.:1te survey' data collected by the U. S. Bureau of the Census und,~r 
J,Jo;AA spollf:>orsh:i p. 

Our results indicate the j,mportanee of institutional behavior in correctional 
decisionn:aking , ~dlC tc!by over time, it takf;:s precedence over criminal re cord. 
Prison administrators voice resistance to mating correctional decisions 
based on a career criminal label because ce~erally, they do not exhibit 
d1stin~~Jishuble: institutional bchavior. CDrecr criminal subgroups t i.e. 
younGer hard-core inmates, hotolever J do prc~;ent major disciplinary problctlls. 

Carec~· criminals do not receive distinctl), different treatment regimens. 
Differential treatment occurs for the most. part br;cause of tiffiu-left-to-serve 
program requirell!cnts and inmnte intcr£!st. Careet criminals work ilnd partici
pate in treatment programs at 'rat~S similar to other inmates. Further, 
c:arcc!r criminals ,lre not selectively denied entrance to needed treatment 
progl·allls. 

The p:tpcr closes with both potential procedural ch'lOges for. and arf~UlnC!nt:; 
against a correctional respons&:! to the career criminal. Selective h:md11n r. 
ond treatment of c~rcer criminals would represent a radical ~,ift in corr~c
tio""l rolicy. 'thereiore, we need more cxtcnr.ivc rcsearch in 3ssessinc the 
merits of .such a l)rOposal. 

Presenter: Paul Honig 
" 

Address: Criminal Justice Prog.ram 
The Rand Corpcr~tion 
1700 Maine Street 
Sant.a Moni.ca, CA 90406 
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ABSTRACT 

"AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION'S PROGRAl-l TO IMPROVE 

HEALTH CARE IN JAILS" 

B. Jaye Anno 
B. Jaye Anno Associates 
11200 Lockwood Drive 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20901 

Carlton A. Hornung 
Department of Sociology 
University of Maryland 
College Park, Maryland 20742 

The quality of health care available to inmates of 
jails and short-term correctional faciliti~s has become 
a matter of considerable concern. In response to this 
heightened awareness, the Law Enforcement Assi~t~nce Admin
istration awarded a grant to the American Medic.!!l Association 
(AMA) to develop model heal th care del i very SySt~iilS capable 
of meeting the health needs of inmates. In addition, the 
AMA proposed to set standards for health care in jails and 
to design an accreditation program which would measure the 
extent of compliance with these standards in the nation's 
jails. Further, tha AMP. was p.xpected to establish a 
clearinghouse which would facilitate the efforts of correctional 
and medical professionals to improve the quality of care avail
able in jails and to hold a national conference on the topic 
as well. 

This paper summarizes the methodology and results of 
a two-year evaluation which was conducted on the AMA's 
project. The evaluation included both process evaluation 
and impact assessment elements. At the end of each year, a 
process evaluation determined the extent to which the AMA's 
project had met that year's objectives. For the most part, 
these evaluations indicated that the yearly pToject objectives 
had been satisfactorily achieved . 

. The impact assessment consisted of two major parts: a 
pre-post measure of the availability and adequacy of health 
care delivery systems in thirty pilot sites, and a pre-post 
measure of the health status and needs of inmates in these pilot 
jails. The results of the impact assessment showed that the 
AMA project was effective in improving hea1th care in jails. 

B. Jaye Ann9, Evaluator 

Address: 11200 Lockwood Drive, Silver Sprina, ~arvland 2090] 



ABSTRACT 

"A POINT SYSTEM FOR TEMPORARY RELEASE SELECTION" 

Shortly after becoming Commissioner of New York 
State's Department of Correctional Services in early 
1975, Benjamin Ward asked the Vera Institute of Jus
tice to examine the manner in which inmates were 
chosen for the Department's temporary release pro
grams. Out of the discussions following Vera's re
port to the Department evolved a joint effort to de
vise a new selection process for temporary release 
based on a point system, which would address a major 
weakness of the old selection process - the lack of 
explicit criteria for choosing among applicants to 
the program. 

A research effort was then undertaken to iden
tify those characteristics in an applicant's file, 
such as criminal history, demographic measures, and 
institutional behavior, which were associated with 
and could help predict success in the program. Also 
entering into the design of a point system were 
other considerations, such as the extent to which a 
point system admits into the program those most in 
need of the opportunities it presents, ease of admi
nistration, concern for fairness, and the need for 
assessing the applicant's post-commitment record. 
This report describes the process by which these 
considerations were incorporated into a point system 
implemented on a trial basis in four New York State 
correctional facilities. 

Presenter: 

Address: 

Janet Sansone 

Vera Institute of Justi.ce 
275 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
212-689-2640 
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ABSTRACT 

COMMERCIAL SECURITY SURVEYS 

Paul J. Lavrakas, Janice Normo1ye, and Ron Szoc 
Center for Urban Affairs 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 

312/492-3395 

The purpose of this paper is twofold: (a) to present some evalua
tion results from the NILECJ-funded Crime Prevention Through Environ
mental Design (CPTED) program in Portland, Oregon; and (b) to further 
acquaint criminal justice analysts with a regression approach to time
series analysis. Part of the Portland CPTED effort involved security 
surveys of 210 commercial establishments in the target area. In CPTED 
theory~ security surveys are performed to implement the concept t' "ac
cess control":, i.e., to keep potential offenders out of areas whi,n'e they 
may commit crimes, by creating physical and psychological barriers. 

Crime reports in the target area for commercial burglary, commer
cial robbery, and residential burglary were retrieved from the Portland 
Police Bureau's files for the period October 1974 through September 1977 
(36 months). While the primary focus of the security surveys was on 
commercial burglary reduction, the data for commercial robbery and resi
dential burglary served as comparison rates for the commercial burglary 
data set within the context of a mUltiple time-series analysis (Campbell 
and Stanley, 1963). 

Results from thlC! three time-series analyses indicated: (a) there 
was a large and significant (p(.OOl) reduction in commercial burglar
ies following the security surveys; (b) there was no decrease in com
mercial rohberies following the survey~; and (c) there was a small, but 
significant (p( .05) reduction in residential burglary, even though no 
security surveys were performed in residences. Ye suggest that the se
curity surveys and related security improvements in addition to creating 
physic~l barriers to potential burglars at the commercial establish
ments, also created a psychological barrier by increasing potential 
burglars' perceived risk throughout the target area. That is, while the 
security surveys had a 2rimary impact in the commercial environment, 
there appears to have been a ~ndary impact in the residential envi
ronment. Other findings from the evaluation of this Portland CPTED pro
gram (e.g. interviews with businessmen; interviews with patrol officers; 
and Portland city-wide crime rates) support these conclusions. 

Presenter: Paul J. Lavrakas Address: Center for Urban Affairs 
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TARGET HAlIDENnlG 

General Purpose: 

This evaluation was done to determine whether or not additional burglar
proofing provided to public housing units in Seattle was successful in 
reducing burglary in "chese units. Tba effects of this project were to 
be considered in deciding the value of similar projects in the future. 

Analytical Methodology: 

Residential burglary rates for time periods before and after project treat
ment were determined for three group~: the projec.t-treated housing units, 
residences in census tracts adjacent to the project tracts, and Seattle as 
a whale. To reduce variability due to seasonal fluctuations, same-named 
llDnths were paired for the pre- and post·-treatment time periods so that the 
change in number of burglaries for each month was determined. These dif
ferences were then averaged and a t-test applied to the average to determine 
whether this difference was significantly different from zero (no change). 
These analyses were done several times: first to compare the four treat
ment areas with their respective adjaCt~:>1t areas; secondly to compare combined 
treatment areas with the rates for Seattle as a whole. Another analysis 
covered changes in burglars' modes of entry coincident with project treat
ment, using chi-square to measure changes in freqllency of various modes of 
entry. Possible project effects upon clearance by arrest rates for resi
dential burglary in the treated areas were measured by a chi-square test 
of frequencies of such clearances pre- and post-treatment. Finally, chanqes 
in rates of robbery and vandalism were investigated by using a t-test to 
compare average pre- and post-treatment rates. 

Findings: 

Public housing units in Seattle were made acre burglar-proof by making doors 
and windows more resistant to unauthorized entry. This improved security 
produced a significant reduction in burglary rates for treated housi~g units. 
The project treatment did not displace burglary into adjacent census tracts, 
as these tracts showed a greater decrease in the post-treatment period than 
did Seattle as a whole. The project caused significant changes in burglars' 
modes of entry: following treatment, a higher percentage of cases involved 
entry through unlocked doors or windows. In addition, forced entries were 
made by means of more time-cons~~ing and conspicuous methods following project 
treatment. Burglary clearance rates rose slightly but not significantly 
following treatment; robbery offenses declined significantly and vandalism 
showed no significant change. 
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"LOCAL CRiMINAL JU·STICE PLANNING IN NEW JERSEY" 

This report assesses the activities of New Jersey's local criminal justice 
planners and evaluates them relative to some widely accepted standards for pl~~~ 
endeavors of aU types. It also attempts to provide an eValuation model which 
might be utilized in similar assessments. 

General Purpose 
The following three questions were the research problems which governed the 

overall evaluation: 
1. Is system-wide criminal justice plann~ taking place, or are local 

criminal justice planning units planning only tor LEAA/SLEPA funds? 

2. Does criminal justice plazming by the local planning units amount to 
"B ttle more than a paperwork exercise required by the statute and 
LEAA euidelines in order to quality for the block arant funds?" 

,. Is criminal justice planning "unworkable • ., • because of the different 
responsibili tes and authorities ot state and local governments?" 

Analz:tical Metbodolocy 
Four methods ot data collection and analysis were utUized. These 

included: a literature review, a mailed questionnaire, P'!rsonal interviews, and ar. 
analysis of the criminal justice plans. The latter technique used a comparative 
analysis of 19 or the most recent local criminal justice plans against a model plan 
de.veloped 'throu8h a review of the planning 15 terature. 

The %"!port 5 s at or.ce beth descriptive and inferPntial. :-t describes the 
structure and tunctioningot local planning and also posits explanations tor both 
1dle shortcomings and ~qccesses ot criminal justice planning in its still brief 
history. 

Findirs; 
AddresAing the thxee prtmar,y hypotheses which euided the evaluation, the 

principal findings were: . 
1. 3ystemwide criminal jur;tice planning is not taking place; most local 

cr~al justice planning units in New Jersey are planning only tor 
LEAA/SIEPA funds. 

2.. Local criminal justice planning units have focused more on ensuring 
statutory compliance th.a.~ und~r~.inS' f!.ffe.ctive plannin«-~ 

,. Criminal justice planning at the local level is workable. There is 
sufficient evidence to indicate that responsible local plann ing i.s not 
only clesirable but also possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

"MANPOWER SERVICE PROGRAMS FOR ILLINOIS OFFENDERS" 

George Wo Knox, Ph.D. and William A. Stacey, Ph.D. 

The findings presented here come from a larger study which involved a statewide 

evaluation of 20 manpower service programs for Illinois offendersl . The cost-benefit 

model was applied to 14 adult job placement programs. The inverse relationship 

between employment and recidivism provided the basis for including benefits of tax 

contributions and averted per capita correctional costs. Only FY 1977 data was 

used in this analysis; which included a total client flow through all programs of 

over 8600 clients which was supplemented with the cumulative computerized data on 

the Illinois inmate population dating back to about 1970. We found that there was 

much cost variation between programs and this is attributed to differences in pro

gram structure and budgeting. It was also found that th~ manpower effort taken 

in an aggrega~~ analysis statewide was cost-effective. While this has relevant 

policy implications we were more concerned with the methodological implications 

which suggested the merits of a second order evaluation involving the application 

of computerized cost-benefit models. 

lThis paper is abstracted fr.om two recent research and evaluation monographs. 
"Screening for Post-Release Outcome Adjustment Risks Among Illinois Offenders", 
June 30, 1978 by George W. Knox, CRI monograph K-78-98 (62 pages) was funded 
through the Illinois Prisoner Review Board with a grant for technical assistance 
from the NeLtional Institute of Corrections. "The Impact of Manpower Services on 
Illinois Offenders", June 30; 1978 by George W. Knox, CRI monograph K-78-97 
(496 pages) was funded through the Correctional Manpower Services Unit of the 
Illinois Department of Corrections through the Governor's Office of Manpower 
and Human Development (GOMHD). 
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J. G. Ross, Studying the Coed Joint: A Case Study in the NEP Process for 
Synthesizing Evaluations and Assessing Evaluability. 

The National Evaluation Program (NEP) has been operated by LEAA for nearly 
five ye~rs as a method fOT synthesizing evaluations and extending the evaluability 
in selected topic areas. This paper first describes the generic NEP process and 
the assumptions behind it. The NEP process is then illustrated by a detailed 
discussion of procedures and findings from the NEP Phase 1 Assessment of 
Coeducational Corrections -- the first major national study of coed prisons. 

A number of as~~wptions have been entertained and will be discussed about the 
functions to be served by, and the potential benefits to be derived from, 
co-corrections. These include: reduction of institutional control problems, 
smoothing out the process of rei,ntegration into the "free world," the development 
of heterosexual coping skills and clarification of sex identities, and well 
as the realization of economies of scale, relief of overcrowding, and achievement 
of other inmate- and system-centered objectives. At the same time, concern has 
been expressed about possible adverse consequences of co-corrections: upon 
women, upon those who were "already theT'e," and on community relationship$. 

This paper explores these assumptions and shows how the NEP approach aids 
efficient synthesis of evaluations by systematically: determining the prevailing 
expectations for a type of program, testing these against reality by direct 
observation of the actual intervention, drawing upon observations to induce 
op~rating program models, synthesizing these program models into a single 
measurement model, and then using the measurement model as a framework upon 
which completed evaluations are arrayed for efficient review and analysis. 

Co-corrections is viewed as an innovative concept that builds on t,;tO underlying 
notions: 

• e 
Male and female need each other, and 
Two can live cheaper than one. 

Particular att~ntion is paid to how the simultaneous presence within single 
institutions of diverse but only partly articulated co-correctional models affects 
institutional processes and the evaluability of program outcomes. Evaluability 
is finally equated with manageability. 
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ABSTRACT 

BURGLARY INVESTIGATION DECISION MODEL REPLICATION: 

A MULTI-SITE EVALUATION 

J. Ernst Eck 
Senior Research Analyst 

Police Executive Research Forum 
1909 K Street, N.W., Suite 420 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

Decision models for screening felony cases prior to assignment to 

investigators have increased in use by law enforcement agencies. The 

Stanford Research Institute (SRI) developed a statistically weighted 

decision model to screen burglary cases. Tests by SRI and others indicated 

that the model could be extremely useful. The Police Executive Research 

Forum replicated the SRI test of the model in 27 law enforcement agencies 

in order to evaluate the utility of the model in a large number of settines. 

A manual was written showing how police personnel should collect the data 

for the project. Officers from the participating departments collected. the 

data and returned it to the Forum for analYSis. Process data collected 

during the data collection indicates that the use of decentralized multi

site data collection for evaluating a large number of similar projects is 

feasible and can provide useful information not available from case study 

single site evaluations. Analysis of some of the departments' data shows 

that the SRI model is relatively accurate but it has some major limitations. 

Departments that clear by arrest off-scene a large number of cases will 
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find the model less useful than those departments that clear relatively 

few cases by arrest off-scene. Analysis of the errors the model makes 

indicates that the cost in terms of lost clearances can be large if the 

model is used. The analysis of alternative models shows that the use of 

a statistically weighted decision model can be used to manage the 

investigative function with greater efficiency and explicitly take into 

account the values of the pol ice executive in charge of the in\'estigative 

function in a department. 
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ABSTRACT SINGLE FI~:GERPlUNT PROJECT 

General Purpose: 
This evaluation was done to determine the actual and potential success of 
the Single Fingerprint Project of the Seattle Police Department Identifi
cation and Photo Unit. This project was designed to increase the rate of 
suspect identification for residential burglary cases by means of com
puterized comparison of crime scene latents and file fingerprints. This 
report assesses whether or not the project had a significant impact upon 
clearance rates for residential burglary, what the project's potential 
application could be, what implementation programs were encountered, and 
how the financial costs and benefits of the project compare with the 
costs and benefits of traditional investigative methods. 

Analytical Methodology: 
Because the project dealt with only a small sample of current residential 
burglary cases, a random sample of all such current cases was used as a 
comparison group. Cases with named suspects were excl~ded from project 
treatment and were also removed from the comparison group. Chi-square 
tests comparing the clearance by arrest rates for the project-treated and 
comParison group were used to determine the statistical significance of 
project effects. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was 
used to measure the relationship between the number of attempted computer 
comparisons and the number of positive suspect identifications per quarter. 
~10 cost/benefit analyses were done: the first compared cost per residen
tial burglat'y arrest for pre-project and project time periodsl the second 
used the same time periods but adjusted project costs to reflect personnel 
time actually spent on project duties. 

Findings: 
This project caused a significant increase i'n the percentage of residential 
burglary cases cleared by arrest for those cases receiving project computer 
treatment. However, not enough cases were treated by the project to cause 
a significant increase in the overall r.learance by arrest rate for all 
residential burglary cases during t,his time period. Analyses of cost-effec
tiveness showed that the project increased arrests but also increased 
the average cost per arrest. Three major factors reduced project impact: 
the lack of computer-codable latent prints from residential burglary sites 
(attempts to lift latent prints were made at only 9.6% of such sites during 
this time period); difficulties in Obtaining prints of arrested juveniles 
for the base file; and the lack of sufficient technician time to process 
latent prints. 
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EVALUATION OF AN AVM SYSTEM 

An Automatic Vehi c1e-r~onitoring (AVM) system provides real-time 
location and status information for each vehicle in the system. 
Typically, the system would include a display showing a map of the city 
(presented in several scales) with cars, including their identification 
number, properly positioned on the map. This report is a Phase II 
evaluation of such a system imp1emented city-wide by the St. Louis Metro
politan Police Department. 

The prlncipa1 goal was reduction it"! response time, which. it was 
believed, would increase the rate of criminal apprehension and possibly 
deter crime because of time saved by always dispatching the car closest 
to an incident site. Other" objectives included improved officer safety, 
more effective command and control, less voice band congestion because 
of the digital communications included in the AVM system and better super
vision of the force. 

The evaluation t·esults were unfavorable for response time reduction, 
favorable for improved operations due to digital communication and mixed 
in the realization of other objectives. Poor system performance had some 
·;nfluence on the evaluation results. During the process of evaluation, 
it became clear that full system potential could not be assessed without 
some change in,po1ice procedures and operating methods. Such potential 
(\,/hich is yet to be verified) relates to the use of directed dispatch 
rather than the all points broadcast (APB) for extraordinary events s~ch 
as pursuits, burglaries, and disturbances; thp dynamic reallocation of 
the force to maintain a patrol presence or to 'educe queuing levels in 
areas where excessive calls for service have ?leted the force avail
ability; and better supervision of the force fe possible by the new 
information that the AVM system supplies. A~ AVM serves as a hidd~n 
supervisor producing better officer behavior An outgrowth of these 
potentials can be improved effectiveness of force, greater produc-
tivity, and a cost-effective system. -

The evaluation methodology i~volves thrt separate analyses: 
technological, operational, and attitUdinal. ,cost-effectiveness 
ana1yr.is is included. 
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ABSTRACT 

"SERIOUS JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND SECURE CARE" 

This study examines the effects of social and legal variables on the secure 

care decision-making process for serious juvenile offenders in an urban New England 

state. This decision process was examined at two levels: (1) caseworkers' decision 

to refer youths to a centralized youth authority secure care review team (SCRT) for 

placement consideration; and (2) the SCRT's decision to accept or refuse youths to 

secure care. 

While the findings of this study indicate that secure care decision outcomes 

at the caseWOrker level are primarily influenced by youths' legal background, the 

social variable "family composition" exer' jes significant impact on decisio~s, 

suggesting that caseworkers view single-parent families as less capable than two

parent families of managing youths' serious delinquency problems. Caseworkers are 

more likely to refer a youth from a single-parent family for secure care placement 

consideration. The fact that legal variables are the strongest predictors of secure 

care decision outcomes indicates that appropriate criteria were being used to deter

mine which youths were to be considered for secure care placement. 

At the SCRT decision lev~l, there did not appear to be a pattern of decision 

making based on either social or legal variables. As such, decisions made at this 

level may be viewed as being idiosyncratic in nature. 

Among the study's findings, the issue of chronicity stood out as the primary 

factor affecting the secure care decision process as well as being a predictor of 

the scope and violence of offenses~ In other words, the mo~e offenses a youth 

Icommits the more likely he will eventually commit a violent offense. This finding 

:Unplies that the issue of serious juvenile delinquency should be examined and dealt 

\dth from a broad juvenile justice perspective as opposed to a limited focus on 

only the secure care process. 
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Abstract 

'8UP~RESSION EFFECT IN BEFORE-AFTER COMPARISONS" 

Empey and Lubeck (1971), Empey and Erickson (1972), and 

Murray et al. (1978) have noted that the criminality (measured by 

arrests or police contacts) of juvenile delinquents is significantly 

lower after intervention than before. This paper shows that much 

of this "suppression effect" may be attributable to the way 

juveniles are selected for intervention. In particular, this 

effect will arise if judges base their sentencing strategy on past 

criminality of the offender rather than on just the instant offense. 

Ways to avoid this artifact are di~cussed. 
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nTITL~ I PROGRAMS FOR NEGLECTED AND DELINQUENT YOUTHS I, 

!'o expand and improve the education of confined you-=h, Congress has provided 
faDdiftg for basic skills programs in institueiorns for neglected children and 
delinquent youth, and in adult correctional facilities housing youthful 
offenders. Most of such fundinq stems from title I of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (as amended), ~eferred to in this abstract 
as "Title I". The objectives of Congress in providing these fWlds are, in 
general;. to help t~e institutionalized populati:n build basie skills and to 
overcome 'neqative effects of the confined youth's previous school fail.ure. 

!he National Evaluation of Title I Programs for Neqlected or Delinquent Youth 
in State Institutions was mandated by Part (a) of Section 151 of P.L. 89-10. 
Qader contract to the Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPSE) of 
the u.S. Office of Education, System Development Corporation (SOC) beqan the 
evaluation in E"ebruary, 1976 with three major objectives. The first objective, 
accomplished during Phase I of the project, is to collect information about 
representative Title I programs in state institutions and to compile and pre
sent descriptions of these programs. Descriptions of 100 institutions, 
selected randomly from approximately 600 operating nationwide, revealed that 
Title I proqrams qenerally supplement existinq state educational efforts, 
emphasize instruction in reading and mathematics, and use a more individualized 
approach co instruction than is utilized in regular education programs. A 
report containing the results of the Phase I study has been submitted to USOE. 
Included in this report are descriptions of institutional characteristics, 
educational program and Title I program characte~istics, and characteristics 
of resident and student populations. 

A second objective of the evaluation accomplished during Phase II is to measure 
th~ impact of the different types of Title I programs on the basic readinq and 
.. thematics skills of the participants and on school-related and self attitudes 
of the participants as they relate to gains in achievement. Forty institutions 
were selected from 100 sites that were studied in Phase I: thirty sites were 
randomly selected and ten sites were purpos.ively selected on the basis of 
perceived high quality Title I programs. St~.1dentG in selected institutions 
were tested at four points in time. Demain-referenced tests in mathematics 
and language arts were administered at each site testing; a functional literacy 
test and a standardized achievement test were administered at one testing point. 
these measures provided information on 9r~~h in achievement at each site, and 
allowed for the comparison of the achievement of institutionalized students to 
their non-institutionalized counterparts. Students were additionally adminis
tered measures of self-attitudes, attitudes toward school and learning, atti
tudes toward the institutional environment, and expectations for post-release 
success. These data are currently being analyzed for changes in basic skills 
and attitudes over time, and are also being examined to determine whether 
greater achievement gains nre associated with particular types of programs. 
Students who did not participate in Title I programs were also tested so that 
the performance of participants and non-participants can be cOMPared. 
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A f~the~~ objective of Pt-.ase II of the study is to develop evaluation models 
and reporting forms that can be used by institutions and by sta~e agencies 
for their annual evaluation report to the u.s. Office of Edw=ation. The ~oal 
of this model development ac~ivity is to standardize evaluation and rePQreing 
procedures so that federal, state and local program administrators can obtain 
information on Title I program operations and its impact nationwide. 

!he third objective of the evaluation accomplished in Phase III consisted of 
a follow-up study of the post-~e~ease experiences of students upon their re
entry to the community in t~rms of continued school involvement, employment, 
suitable living arrangements, recidivism and post-release adjusement. Students 
xeleased from eight of the thirty representative sites chosen for the Phase II 
impact evaluation were tracked and personally intt~rviewed. Respondents inter
viewed had been released a minimum of three months p~ior to the conduct of the 
follow-bPI a 90% response rate was, obtained. ,A complete report of the Phase II 
impact evaluation and of the study of post-release experiences of students is 
currently under~ay. 
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Abstract 

"RECIDIVISM AS A FUNCTION OF PROBATION SUPERVISION" 

As part of a larger study to achieve the most effective use of staff 
personnel wi~~in the Seattle Municipal Probation Service (MPS), a com-
parison of two levels of probation supervision was conduct.ed. Probation 
clients were first assessed as either hiqh (n=278) or low-recidivism 
risks (n=2l9) and then persons within each group were randomly assigned 
to one of two probation supervision conditions. The probation conditions 
consisted of either "high" or "low· supervision within a broker, or 
resource management, model with high supervision clients required to 
report in person once a mo~th while low supervision clients were required 
to report in person only at probation entry. When nine month arrest rates 
for new offenses only (to eliminate inflation of recidivism by closer 
supervisiQn for the "high" condition) were compared, the ~ow risk clients 
did not differ significantly (10." rearrested for low supervision, 
10.1' for high supervision). However for high risk clients, there were 
significant differences in that individuals receiving high supervision were 
more likely to recidivate (30.1') than those receiving low supervision (16.8\). 
When compared on the basis of type of offense fiJ;:st rearrested for, or total 
number of rearrests, there were no significant differences. 

Two possible explanations for the present finding are considered: labeling 
and perceived deterrent capability. Using both the experimental data and 
data from similar high- and low-risk misdemeanant offenders who were not 
placed on probation, it was concluded that the study results were likely 
due to a decrellsed belief in the criminal justice system's ability to 
effectively learn of criminal acts. 
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ABSTRACT 

Effects on Ex-Prisoners of Financial Aid and EmDloymenlt: Assis-tance 

An experimental study which investigated the relations~ip of 

financial resources, jobs and recidivism. which the Bureau undertook 

1371 to 1975 in response to a Department of Labor request t-';) "study 

the effects on ex-prisoners of financial aid and employment assistance 

programs designed to facilitate postrelease adjustment." The study 

tested two experimental variables: (I) the p~ovision of financial aid 

in the amount of S60 a week for 13 weeks; and (2) iob placement services. 

A total of ~32 ex-prisoners from Maryland prisons who had been incarce-

rated primarily for thefts were randomly assigned to three experimental 

and one control groups: those who received financial aid and employment 

assistance; those who received financial aid only; those who received 

employment assistance only; and the control group ~hich received neither 

service. Individuals were interviewed before they left prison, immed-

iately after release, and monthly up to 12 months after. Interview data 

were augmented by court searches which determined rearre5t records and 

conviction status during the 12-month period. Study findings are 

reported in Unlocking the Second Gate: The Role of Financial Assistance 

in Reducing Recidivism Among Ex-Prisoners. 
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ABSTRAC!: How a Re~ression Artifact Can Make ~\ny lJelinquency 
Interver.tion Program Look J:;ffective 

Richard McCleary 
Arizona State University 

Andrew C. Gordon 
David IolcDowall 

Northwestern University 

The American Institutes for Research (~, 1978) report that 

a wide variety of radical correctional interventions appear 

to be effective delinquency treatmei.lts. t .. ihile none of thes,e 

interventions proved effective in totally eliminating delinquent 

behavior, each prove effective in reducing or suppressing the 

rate of delinquent behavior with respect t~ time. The evidence 

for this suppression effect is a pre-to-postintervention 

contrast of pclice contact rates. Our reanalysis of the AIR 

data shows that this apparent effect is due largely to a strong 

regression artifact. Delinquents are selected for correctional 

intervention when (and because) their rate of police contact is 

at an abnormally high point. Thereafter, this rate drops as a 

simple matter of regression to the mean. Due to the nature of 

delinquency, ar.d to the nature of the selection process, we 

find that any interventio~ will appear effective if effectiveness 

is measured as a pre-to-postintervention reduct,ion in arrest or 

police contact rates. 
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Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona 85281 
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\·li 11 i am Rhodes, P1 ea Bargaini n9: Who Gai ns? Who loses? 
PROMIS Research Report no. 14, 1978, forthcoming. 

This theoretical and empirical study of plea bargaining in the 

Superior Court of the District of Columbia poses and answers two 

broad questions. The first question posed is: who gains and who 

loses from plea bargaining? Gains and losses are assessed for the 

pr'osecuting attorney, the defendant, and the general pub1 ic. These 

costs and benefits are measured in terms of convictions, sentences, 

recidivism, and future judicial processing. The second question is: 

why do plea bargains occur? Explanations are sought in terms of 

resource constraints, the recognition of mitigating circumstances in 

individual cases, the ability of the guilty plea process to economi-

cally "sort" cases, and the individual proclivities of actors in the 

crimina'l justice process. 

The study required the use of large automated data bases. which 

were merged into a single research file. Major aspects of the study 

deaH \'Iith sentencing and recidivism. The former required that a 

specially collected sentencing file be merged with the existing PROMIS 

data on case processing. The latter required a three-year longitudinal 

file on rearrests to be construction, and this longitudinal file to be 

linked with the processing-sentencing information. Analysis was done 

of both an aggregate and individual case level, using several advanced 

methods of statistical analysis: PROBIT. multiple linear regression 

with autocorrelation and polynomial distributed lags, and nonparametric 

statistics. 



• .. 

Several findings have relevance to sentencing. First, as 

other researchers have discovered, plea bargaining is instrumental 

in the orderly processing of cases in the criminal courts. Second, 

in contrast to the findings of other researchers, we did not find 

the actual award of sentence concessions in exchange for pleas to 

be pervasive in the Superior Court. Third, we discovered that the 

type of disposition and sentence has a significant impact on reci

divi sm. 

Presenter: William Rhodes 

Address: Institute for Law & Social Research 
1125 15th Street NW Suite 625 
Washington, DC 20005 
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Abstract 

Seattle's Hidden camera Project 

As part of a larger response to a ten year, 252 percent increa~e in per capita 
robbery within the City of Seattle, a hidden camera project was developed to 
take photographs of robberies-in-progress. The project was designed to covertly 
obtain pictures of robbers in the act of committing commercial robberies with
out increasing owner or bystander risk and to subsequently identify, arrest, 
charge, and convict offenders. Camera site location was based on first identi
fying 150 high risk stores and then randomly assigni.ng them to either experi
mental (camera placement, n=75) or control conditions. 

After almost a full year of operation, the project succeeded in photographing 
84' of all ~obberies occurring in experimental sites. Within the experimental 
sites,cases were significan1:1y more likely to be cleared by arrest with 55' 
(21 of 38 cases)of cases cl~ared,while in control sites 25 percent (14 of 56) 
were cleared. Of the individuals committing robberies in the experimental 
sites, 48 percent (23 of 48) were identified, arrested, charged and convicted. 
Within control sites, significantly fewer, 19 pe~cent (15 of 78) were convicted. 
The presence of robbery photographs resulted in a significant one month reduc
tion in case processing time. A comparison of co~ercial robbery with non
comrne~cial robbery rates found a 39' decline in commercial robbery following 
proi~ct implementation while non-commercial robbery increased seven percent, 
indicating a significant project effect. 

Presenter: 

Kenneth E. Mathews Jr. 
Lawrence G. Gunn 
Antoinette Hood 

(206)6~5-4512 

City of Seattle 
Office o~ Policy ?lanning 
Law & Justice Planning Division 
400 Yesler Building 
Seat~le, Washington 98104 
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lHE EFFECl'S (F RESPaR TD£ W 

CITIZEN SATISFAcrI<J1 

The Response Time Analysis st:~y was designed to evaluate the effect of re-

sponse time on crime outcanes such as on-scene arrests, witness availability, 

citizen satisfaction with response time, am the frequency of citizens' injuries 

in connection with crime and n:mcrinE in=idents. Also, prob1ans and patterns in 

reporting crime or requesting police service were identified. 

Data were obtained for all crime and noncrime calls fran areas of the city 

with the highest t1lI1'ber of robberies arxi aggravated assaults. Civilian observers 

acc(.,~ed field officers to collect data on field tra.vel times, on-scene appre

hens ions , and witness availability. Tape content analysts monitored dispatch 

tapes to measure dispatch time. Citizen interviews <c;/ere used to collect data on 

reporting tinE, problans and patteniS in reporting, citizen satisfaction, and 

l~th of hospital stay (for events with injuries). 

This paper surmarizes the findings with EIIl'hasis on citizen satisfaction and 

the implications to call prioritization and manpower allocation. Citizen satis

faction with response time is rot determined by police response time. Citizens' 

expectations and perceptions of response time are roost important. In addition, 

citizens are able to discr~te the types of calls for Which rapid police re

sponse can increase the probability of ~ an arrest or find~ a witness. 

Since calls for which rapid police response is effective are not frequent, and 

citb:ens are tolerant of delays when response time does not mtter, police adnin

istrators have flexibility to reduce cost.s for response time or creatively allo

cate res~ces to experiment with new prograns. 

Presenter: David A. Kessler 
Aduress: Response Tinle .Analysis Study 

Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department 
306 East 12th Street 

Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Phone: (816) 842-5976 
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